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2.0 DAMAGES IN TORTS 

 
Damages: Restitution for some wrong What is purpose of damages? Put you 
back in position you were in b4 tort (as close as possible) and not to obtain a 
windfall (Livingstone v Rawyards Coal Co) 
 
Compensatory: restorative 
Exemplary Damages: comp damages inadequate to punish/deter D & others 
from like conduct, and ‘assuage any urge for revenge and discourage any 
temptation to engage in self-help likely to endanger peace’: Lamb v Cotogno 
Nominal Damages: compensate for wrong (etc), despite absence of recoverable 
loss: Wheeler v Riverside Coal 
 
Onus of Proof: (i) On P for elements of cause of action, extent/type of loss 
suffered, causation and remoteness. (ii) Shifts to D to show P failed to mitigate 
loss. On balance of probabilities– Todorovic v Waller reflected in s 12 CLA.  
The standard of proof required is proof on the balance f probabilities (Malec v 
JC Hutton) 
 

2.1 ELEMENTS 

 
 P must show that (1) the wrongful act of D (2) caused/contributed to the loss, 
(3) that the loss is not too remote, (4) the loss is type recoverable in law (5) P 
didn’t fail to mitigate their loss’s; (6) Assessment of Damages 
 
1) Cause of Action – Wrongful act: negligence, trespass, nuisance 

defamation…etc  
 

2) Causation  
(i) D’s wrongful act must have caused (Barnett v Chelsea Hospital) or 
contributed to the harm for which P seeks damages. Onus rests firmly on P to 
prove, on a BofP, that the harm wouldn’t have occurred ‘but for’ the tort: CLA 
s 11(1)(a) – Factual Causation.  
(ii) But for test is insufficient: when there are multiple sufficient causes, where 
it is necessary to temper the “but for” test w common-sense considerations & 
apportion causative responsibility accordingly (March v Stramare).  S 28 
CLA restricts apportionment of claims for PI.     
(iii) Novus Actus: (a) Voluntary Human Action by P: “free, deliberate & 
informed” (Haber v Walker), Addiction: to heroin (Yates v Jones) contrasted 
w alcoholism through voluntary consumption of alcohol (Havenaar v 
Havenaar – no alternative to stop pain) Rescue: no longer considered NAI; 
(b) Coincidence: a lightning strike (Haber); (c) Subsequent Negligent 
Conduct: matter of circumstances and degree (Chapman v Hearse), and the 
degree of negligence required is very high (Mahony v Kruschich 
Demolitions).  
(iv) CNeg: If D can show negligence by P contributed to Ps harm, damages 
will be reduced (Astley v Austrust Ltd), & is possible 100% defence (Law 
Reform Act & CLA s 24). SoC required same as for D (CLA s 23 (1)). RB 
person in the position of P, w consideration of what the person knew or ought 
to have known (CLA s 23(2) (a) and (b)) Note CLA statutory rebutable 

presumptions of contributory negligence for intoxication – s46 – 49 especially 
involving motor vehicles 

 
3) Remoteness – Damage/Loss cannot be too remote in law. AKA: “Scope of 

Liability”. P must show on a BofP: 
a)  Reasonably Foreseeable: the damage flowing from Ds negligence were 

reasonably foreseeable (Wagon Mound 1 & 2) An objective test, meaning 
the RB person in the position of D would have foreseen such damage as a 
likely result of Ds conduct in question (Blyth v Birming, Havenaar)                             

b) Matters not that manner of occurrence is RF, so long as the type is: that 
‘type’ of harm must be RF (Hughes v Lord Advocate; Gittani). 

c) Extent of Damage - Egg-Shell Skull Rule: D is liable for the extent of harm 
that arises due to abnormal physical, psychological or family 
circumstances) as they find them: Kavanagh v Akhtar; Nader v UTA 
NSW. Applies to property damage (McColl v Dionisatos – inadequately 
constructed wall applies), but doesn’t apply to voluntarily abnormalities, 
(McCoy v Watson – alcoholism, voluntary). 

d) Kind of Damage:  
o Bodily Injury: (i) pure physical - generally recoverable;  
o Psychiatric injury:  

(i) that is consequence of physical injury: well recognized (Kavanagh v 
Akhtar: complex and unforeseeable manner of occurrence irrelevant – 
Hughes & Nader v Urban Transport Authority of NSW – b/c psych 
injury is itself a foreseeable consequence of bodily injury);  
(ii) pure psychiatric harm: originally no damages for ‘nervous shock’ 
(Coultes v Victorian Rlwys). but now is if limitations satisfied (i.e. 
normal fortitude) Tame v NSW, Annetts, …etc 

o Property Damage: generally recoverable (Glenmont) 
o Pure economic loss – Traditionally no recovery of pure economic losses 

caused by negligence (e.g. loss of income, profits, interest). In 
subsequent UK cases, to be liable you must be in business of giving 
advice or represent special skill & competence. 

 

44))  Duty of P to Mitigate Loss – take RB steps to mitigate the losses from D’s 
wrong: CLA s53. Onus of proof on D. Cost of mitigation is recoverable as 
damages. You have taken RB steps – judged by RB person in position of P: 
Glavonic v Foster. For personal injury, damages might have been reduced 
had P not refused necessary medical treatment. If mitigation confers benefit to 
P, Court can discount amount of damage (Hoad v Scone Motors)  

  
5) ASSESSMENT (Quantum) for Compensatory Damages – Once and for all 

lump sum payment of CL damages for past and future loss.   
 
4 exceptions to Once-and-for-all rule: 
1. Substituted award by appellate court (rare) 
2. Where there are different causes of action – Brunsden v Humphrey (1884) 
3. A continuing tort, e.g. Recurrent nuisance or trespass 
4. Statutory exceptions s 63 of CLA  
• structured settlement means an agreement providing for the payment of all or 

part of an award of personal injury damages in the form of periodic payments 
funded by an annuity or other agreed means.  

• s63 CLA: structured settlement provides periodic payments  
• s64 CLA: available if court awards more than $100 000 (not incl interest) 
• s66 CLA: P’s lawyer must advise P in writing of availability, desirability of 

obtaining independent financial advice 
 

2.2 COMPENSATORY DAMAGES FOR PERSONAL INJURY 

 
Basic Principles: (i) P should receive an award of $ that will, as nearly as 
possible, place P, so far as money can, in the position that would have been 
occupied had the tort not been committed; (ii) damages for the one specific 
injury may only be recovered once and for, meaning court is prohibited from 
ordering D to make periodic or double payments; (iii) court has no concern w 
P’s use of the $; (iv) burden of proof lies on P to prove injury/loss (Todorovic v 
Waller – per Gibbs CJ & Wilson) and can’t double up on awards (Sharman) 
 

2.3 HEADS OF DAMAGES 

 
Special Damages – refers to an amount awarded for monetary loss actually 
suffered and expenditure actually incurred. Characteristics: (i) assessed only up 
to day of verdict (ii) must be capable of exact calculation or close approximation 
of accuracy (CSR v Eddy; Paff v Speed). Types: 
1) Resultant Out-of-pocket Expenses: ex medical & surgical fees paid/payable, 

ambulance & hospital expenses (Sherman v Evans). Same with Ks 
(Wenham v Ella) 

2) Loss of Income: Where employed on salary or wage: easy; where P not 
employed, but a professional, look to past earnings (Paff v Speed). CLA cap 
of 3 x average weekly earnings (s 54 & Schedule 2 definition) after tax. AWE 
currently at $1213.4 s55 for when earnings can’t be precisely calculated & 
post J.  Limitation on s54(2) applies 

3) Loss of Super: s56 CLA: loss of superannuation, minimum % set down by 
written law, 9% 

 
PECUNIARY LOSS - Quantum 

a) Future economic loss and lost earning capacity – P must show that the 
earning capacity was diminished as a result of the negligence, and that 
they have suffered an actual economic loss or loss of earnings – Medlin v 
SGIC (professor injured, motor accident, forced into early retirement b/c 
pain & suffering).  
 

b) Needs Created: Future Medical & Gratuitous Services –   P is entitled to 
recover resultant future costs of hospital, medical, nursing services - 
Sherman v Evans, and resultant home care even if offered gratuitously – 
Kars v Kars (from family); must be necessary, not in existence prior to 
breach, required 6 hrs/week, or for a total of 6 months: s.59 of CLA. Only 
get market price of Griffiths v Kerkemeyer damages, w commercial 
interest rates on that: Grincelis v House. Discount rate of 5% applied 
(CLA 57) Gratutious services Gratuitous services are services rendered by 
a family member without compensation and are recoverable if necessary.  
The CLA states that damages for gratuitous services will not be awarded 
unless they are provided for at least 6 hours per week for at least 6 
months. 



 
c) Services Provided by P to other; not recoverable b/c not P’s loss for which 

recovery is being sought: CSR v Eddy 
 

d) Domestic Services & Support – Damages for lost capacity to perform 
domestic household services – Hodges v Frost. You can also claim for 
loss of support where injury causes breakdown in relationship/marriage 
(must prove relationship would have continued) – Hines v Cth. Alterations 
to home can be covered if necessary and RB (Munzer v Johnston) 
 

NON-PECUNIARY LOSS Quantum 
e) Loss of amenities and enjoyment of life – P entitled to be compensated; 

courts mean actual physical or mental pain Awarded both objectively for 
the actual loss suffered, and subjectively for the plaintiff’s sense of the 
loss. Thus, where P is likely to be unconscious until death, the amount 
awarded will be small in view of the lack of understanding of the loss – 
Skelton v Collins. Where life will be shorter because of injury, living 
expenses will be less – Sherman v Evans.  
 

f) Loss of expectation of life – Such damages are awarded for the loss of 
prospective happiness in the period by which the injured person’s life has 
been shortened 81.5yrs – Benham v Gambling. 
 

g) Loss of an opportunity or chance – in negligence cases where damage is 
an element of the cause of action, courts will treat this loss of chance as 
an issue in causation, thus chance must be valued at greater than 50%, 
and a ‘serious possibility’ and not ‘unlikely’: Malec. Same applies for all 
contingencies. COMPARE: Easier standard in K where it need only be 
shown that the breach caused P a loss of a commercial opportunity which 
has some value (not being negligible): Poseidon & Sellers v Adelaide 
Petro 

 
h) Wrongful birth, conception, life  
i) Wrongful Birth – By parents of child born with congenital defects – 

Velvers v Connolly .under causation theory, if you can prove you would 
have gotten abortion, then doctor was negligent and so you can claim. 

ii) Wrongful Conception – By parents of healthy but unplanned child  
Cattanach v Melchior. Civil liability statues, eg. s 49A & 49B. 

iii) Wrongful Life – By disabled child: Harington v Stephens. 
 

i) Wrongful death – cause of action does not die with the deceased plaintiff. 
Provisions include survival of actions for the estate of the deceased, and 
actions by certain relatives for wrongful death to recover funeral expenses 

i) Survival of actions – cause of action survives, but excludes: loss of future 
earning capacity, pain & suffering (including disfigurement), loss of 
amenity and loss of expectation of life. This leaves, medical/hospital 
expenses incurred before death, loss of earning capacity until death & 
funeral expenses. 

ii) Wrongful death claims – According to s17 and s18 Supreme Court Act 
(Qld), D shall be liable to an action brought by estate for benefit of 
spouse, parent and child “proportioned to the injury resulting…to the 

parties respectively.” Divided amongst parties in such shares as jury shall 
direct. 

j) Defamation – usually assessed at ‘large’ (ie. loss of reputation, injured 
feelings, bad or good conduct by either part, or punishment) – Broome v 
Cassell & Co Ltd. 

Other areas:  
s58 CLA: Loss of Consortium (available to husbands, compensate for loss of 
comfort, society and assistance of wife)/ Servitium: allow for loss of essential 
employee, ONLY IF general damages are greater than $30 000 
Interest on damages – s60 CLA: no interest on general damages, set at 
Reserve Bank 10 yr Treasury Bond rate  
 

2.4 CALCULATION OF GENERAL DAMAGES:  

 
General Damages – (i) incapable of precise calculation, but despite courts 
inability to predict the future and the precise position P would have been had 
tort not been committed, figures are awarded ultimatel by guesswork. May be 
presumed to be the direct, natural probable consequence of the tortious wrong. 
(ii) Award for past and future losses (future includes 5% discount rate for future 
loss: CLA s57). 
 

There are 4 types of general damages outlined in s51 that can be claimed by P: 
1.  pain and suffering (Includes physical and mental pain (Skelton v Collins), 

Impossible of precise calculation (O’Brien v Dunsdon)) ; or 
2.  loss of amenities of life (ability to consciously enjoy life to the full or to the 

extent that Plaintiff would have enjoyed it, had it not been for the injury); or 
3.  loss of expectation of life Benham v Gambling; or 
4.  disfigurement 
 

Statement: It is necessary to calculate general damages using the prescriptive 
sections 61 and 62 of the CLA. These sections base damages on the Civil 
Liability Regulations (2003). Sched 3 part 2 explains the use of Sched 4. The 
regulations require that an Injury Scale Value (ISV) be assessed to X’ injuries 
using Sched 4.  It is difficult to calculate an accurate ISV using the information 
obtained to date. Professional medical opinion is required to calculate an 
accurate ISV for P’s injuries. Once an ISV is established, a proper assessment 
of general damages can be made (table, Sched 6A). Since P has multiple 
injuries, her damages can be increased by 25%. 
 

 

2.5 COMPENSATORY DAMAGES FOR PROPERTY DAMAGE 

Purpose: position had tort not been committed: Robinson v Harman 
1. Cost of Repairs: P is entitled to cost of repairs if property not destroyed & 

evidence of intention to repair: Glenmont Investments 
2. Diminution of Value: often indistinguishable from cost of repairs (Hanson v 

Gloucester Developments) 
3. Consequential Loss of Profits: clearly recoverable, and non-pecuniary 

possible too (Evans v Balog) 
4. Cost of Hiring Replacement Vehicle: hotly contested by insureres, but legally 

recognized as recoverable (Lagden v O’Connor) 
5. Date of Assessment: earliest date reasonably possible (Dodd Properties v 

Canterbury CC) 

 
 


